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CT DEVICE

ABSTRACT

Even when the optical axis is offset in a rigid endoscope, the
actual optical axis position is measured in advance, and surgery navigation can be performed by using the actual optical
axis position.

PCT/JP2009/055171

(2), (4) Date

A surgery assistance system comprising 3-dimensional shape
measurement means for measuring a 3-dimensional surface
shape of a patient; and a rigid endoscope (11) to be inserted
into the body of the patient; wherein the rigid endoscope has
a position-orientation detection marker (12) measurable by
the 3-dimensional shape measurement means; 3-dimensional
tomographical data of the patient imaged in advance and a
position relationship relating to the actual optical axis position of the rigid endoscope measured in advance are stored in
the computation means; 3-dimensional tomographical data
and the 3-dimensional surface shape of the patient measured
by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means are aligned;
the position, orientation, and optical axis of the rigid endoscope are computed on the basis of the position-orientation
detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means and the stored actual optical axis position of
the rigid endoscope; and the aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data, the optical axis of the rigid endoscope, and the
intersection of the optical axis and the tissue wall are dis-

played.
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SURGERY ASSISTANCE SYSTEM
TECHNICAL FIELD
[0001] The present invention relates to a surgery assistance
system for providing information relating to an image captured by a rigid endoscope to a surgeon or another user.
BACKGROUND ART
[0002] Surgical navigation (surgery assistance information
display) has been performed in the past for displaying the
proper position of the distal end of the surgical instrument on
a CT (computed tomography) or MRI (magnetic resonance
imaging) image to assist a surgeon when an endoscope or
another surgical instrument is inserted into a patient's body.
For example, Patent Document 1 describes a surgery assistance system proposed by the present inventors, which is a
technique for aligning a 3-dimensional surface shape of a
patient measured by a 3-dimensional shape measurement
device with 3-dimensional tomographical data imaged in
advance. A technique is also described whereby a 3-dimensional shape measurement device for measuring the 3-dimensional surface shape of a patient is used to measure an indicator part (sphere 12 in FIG. 1) for position and orientation
detection that is attached to the surgical instrument, and the
position and orientation of the surgical instrument is computed. However, these methods are merely for displaying the
position of the distal end of a surgical instrument, pointer, or
another instrument, and do not indicate the portion of a preoperative CT or MRI image to which a site imaged by an
endoscope corresponds.
[0003] If it were possible to confirm the area of a preoperative CT or another image to which a site imaged by an endoscope (surgical area displayed on the monitor of an endoscope) corresponds, then, for example, a surgeon could freely
take any surgical instrument in the right hand and continuously operate while using an endoscope held in the left hand
to confirm the operated area by direct visual observation and
recognize which area of a preoperative CT or another image
is being observed.
[0004] Patent Documents 2 and 3 describe such conventional techniques whereby a site imaged by an endoscope is
displayed on an image. Techniques proposed in the past by the
present inventors include Japanese Patent Application No.
2007-22077 (not yet disclosed). Patent Document 2 describes
a technique whereby the direction of the optical axis of a rigid
endoscope in use is displayed on a 3-dimensional tomographic image in a surgery navigation device.
[0005] Patent Document 3 describes a technique whereby
the location observed by an endoscope is determined and
displayed on a preoperative CT/MRI through the use of an
endoscope having distance measurement means (triangulation or ultrasonic sensor or the like using spotlight irradiation)
for measuring the distance from the distal end of an insertion
part of an endoscope inserted into a patient's body to an
operation site within the patient's body.
[0006] In Patent Documents 2 and 3, a luminescent element
or another marker and a position sensor for detecting the
marker are used to detect the position and orientation of the
endoscope, but these systems require that some type of
marker be attached to the patient, or that a device be separately provided for measuring the shape of the patient in order
to align the 3-dimensional tomographical data with a coordi-
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nate system for the patient, thus inconveniencing the patient
and increasing the complexity of the system.
[0007] However, in the conventional technique of the
present inventors described in Japanese Patent Application
No. 2007-22077 (not yet disclosed), a 3-dimensional shape
measurement device for measuring the 3-dimensional surface
shape of the patient is used to detect the position and orientation of a rigid endoscope, and it is possible to prevent
inconvenience to the patient and increased complexity of the
system.
[0008] However, in Japanese Patent Application No. 200722077, the optical axis of the endoscope is assumed to be a
nominal value, the same as in the techniques of Patent Documents 2 and 3, and calibration of the optical axis of the
endoscope is not addressed. In a straight-view endoscope, for
example, the optical axis information of the endoscope is
displayed under the assumption that the optical axis of the
endoscope passes through the center of the endoscope barrel,
i.e., the optical axis has a nominal value such that the angle
formed by the endoscope optical axis and a line through the
center of the endoscope barrel is 0 degrees.
[0009] Since the objects viewed by an endoscope are usually relatively close to the lens, no consideration has been
given to calibrating the optical axis of the endoscope,
although calibration of lens position and other factors has
been considered. In Patent Document 4, for example, a device
is described for calibrating the lens position and field of view
of an endoscope having a long shaft and a distal-end lens.
However, the field of view of the endoscope is adjusted by
displaying an existing image in the endoscope and adjusting
the displayed image, and no description or suggestion is given
of calibrating the optical axis of the endoscope.
[0010] [Patent Document 1] Publication of Unexamined
Japanese Patent Application No. 2007-209531
[0011] [Patent Document 2] Publication of Unexamined
Japanese Patent Application No. 2001-293006
[0012] [Patent Document 3] Publication of Unexamined
Japanese Patent Application No. 2001-204738
[0013] [Patent Document 4] PCT (WO) 2003-528688
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
[Problems to Be Solved by the Invention]
[0014] Since the objects viewed by an endoscope are usually relatively close to the lens, misalignment of the actual
optical axis from the nominal value rarely leads to significant
effects, but in cases in which a straight line extended from the
optical axis is displayed in order to navigate the movement of
the endoscope, such as in a surgery assistance system, a
difference between the actual optical axis (real optical axis)
and the optical axis direction displayed in the navigation
image becomes significant. The inventors have discovered
that the misalignment of the actual optical axis from the
nominal value is a value which cannot be ignored in developing a surgery assistance system. The inventors learned as a
result of studying the optical axis positions of numerous
endoscopes that in the case of an endoscope having a 120degree angle of field, the misalignment of the actual optical
axis from the nominal value is at most approximately 6
degrees (5% of the angle of field). Since surgery is a precision
operation, an error of even a few millimeters can have adverse
effects.
[0015] The present invention was developed to overcome
the problems described above, and an object of the present
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invention is to provide a surgery assistance system for measuring an actual optical axis position of a rigid endoscope in
advance and performing surgery navigation which takes into
account the actual optical axis position even when the actual
optical axis is offset from the nominal value.
[Means for Solving the Problem]
[0016] The present invention is configured as described
below.
[0017] The present invention provides a surgery assistance
system comprising 3-dimensional shape measurement means
for measuring a 3-dimensional surface shape of a patient; a
rigid endoscope to be inserted into the body of the patient;
computation means; and display means; wherein
[0018] the rigid endoscope has a position-orientation detection marker in a portion not inserted into the body, the position-orientation detection marker being measurable by the
3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0019] 3-dimensional tomographical data of the patient
imaged in advance, and a 3-dimensional relative position
relationship between the position-orientation detection
marker and the real optical axis of the rigid endoscope measured in advance are stored in the computation means;
[0020] the computation means includes means for aligning
the 3-dimensional tomographical data and the 3-dimensional
surface shape of the patient measured by the 3-dimensional
shape measurement means;
[0021] means for computing the position and orientation
of the rigid endoscope on the basis of the positionorientation detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0022] means for computing the optical axis of the rigid
endoscope on the basis of theposition-orientation detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means and the 3-dimensional relative position
relationship between the stored real optical axis of the
rigid endoscope and the position-orientation detection
marker;
[0023] means for computing a tissue wall in the patient
from the 3-dimensional tomographical data; and
[0024] intersection computation means for computing
an intersection of the tissue wall and the real optical axis
of the rigid endoscope; and
[0025] the display means displays at least the aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data, the real optical axis of the
rigid endoscope, and the intersection of the tissue wall and the
real optical axis of the rigid endoscope.
[0026] The present invention also provides a surgery assistance system comprising 3-dimensional shape measurement
means for measuring a 3-dimensional surface shape of a
patient; a rigid endoscope to be inserted into the body of the
patient; computation means; and display means; wherein
[0027] the rigid endoscope has a position-orientation detection marker in a portion not inserted into the body, the position-orientation detection marker being measurable by the
3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0028] 3-dimensional tomographical data of the patient
imaged in advance, and a 3-dimensional relative position
relationship between the position-orientation detection
marker and the real optical axis of the rigid endoscope measured in advance are stored in the computation means; the
computation means includes

[0029] means for aligning the 3-dimensional tomographical data and the 3-dimensional surface shape of
the patient measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0030] means for computing the position and orientation
of the rigid endoscope on the basis of the positionorientation detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means; and
[0031] means for computing the real optical axis of the
rigid endoscope on the basis of the position-orientation
detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape
measurement means and the 3-dimensional relative
position relationship between the stored optical axis of
the rigid endoscope and the position-orientation detection marker; and
[0032] the display means displays at least the aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data and the real optical axis of the
rigid endoscope.
[0033] The present invention also provides a surgery assistance method for computing an intersection of a tissue wall of
a patient and the real optical axis of a rigid endoscope in a
surgery assistance system comprising 3-dimensional shape
measurement means for measuring a 3-dimensional surface
shape of the patient; a rigid endoscope having a positionorientation detection marker measurable by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means; computation means; and
display means; wherein
[0034] 3-dimensional tomographical data of the patient
imaged in advance, and a 3-dimensional relative position
relationship between the real optical axis of the rigid endoscope measured in advance and the position-orientation
detection marker are stored; and the surgery assistance
method comprises
[0035] a step of aligning the 3-dimensional tomographical data and the 3-dimensional surface shape of the
patient measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0036] a step of computing the position and orientation
of the rigid endoscope on the basis of the positionorientation detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0037] a step of computing the real optical axis of the
rigid endoscope on the basis of the position-orientation
detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape
measurement means and the 3-dimensional relative
position relationship between the stored real optical axis
of the rigid endoscope and the position-orientation
detection marker;
[0038] a step of computing a tissue wall in the patient
from the 3-dimensional tomographical data;
[0039] an intersection computation step of computing an
intersection of the tissue wall and the real optical axis of
the rigid endoscope; and
[0040] a step of displaying in the display means at least
the aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data, the real
optical axis of the rigid endoscope, and the intersection
of the tissue wall and the real optical axis of the rigid
endoscope.
[0041] The present invention also provides a surgery assistance program for computing an intersection of a tissue wall
of a patient and the real optical axis of a rigid endoscope in a
surgery assistance system comprising 3-dimensional shape
measurement means for measuring a 3-dimensional surface
shape of the patient; a rigid endoscope having a position-
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orientation detection marker measurable by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means; computation means; and
display means; wherein
[0042] 3-dimensional tomographical data of the patient
imaged in advance, and a 3-dimensional relative position
relationship between the real optical axis of the rigid endoscope measured in advance and the position-orientation
detection marker are stored; and the surgery assistance program comprises
[0043] a step of aligning the 3-dimensional tomographical data and the 3-dimensional surface shape of the
patient measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0044] a step of computing the position and orientation
of the rigid endoscope on the basis of the positionorientation detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0045] a step of computing the real optical axis of the
rigid endoscope on the basis of the position-orientation
detection marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape
measurement means and the 3-dimensional relative
position relationship between the stored real optical axis
of the rigid endoscope and the position-orientation
detection marker;
[0046] a step of computing a tissue wall in the patient
from the 3-dimensional tomographical data;
[0047] an intersection computation step of computing an
intersection of the tissue wall and the real optical axis of
the rigid endoscope; and
[0048] a step of displaying in the display means at least
the aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data, the real
optical axis of the rigid endoscope, and the intersection
of the tissue wall and the real optical axis of the rigid
endoscope.
[0049] The present invention has the preferred embodiments described below. The surgery assistance system further
comprises an optical axis position measurement device used
within the range of measurement of the 3-dimensional shape
measurement means; the optical axis position measurement
device has an optical axis position measurement marker measurable by the 3 -dimensional shape measurement means; and
[0050] the computation means computes and stores the
3-dimensional relative position relationship between the real
optical axis of the rigid endoscope and the position-orientation detection marker on the basis of the position-orientation
detection marker and the optical axis position measurement
marker measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement
means The optical axis position measurement device has
fixing means for fixing at least a distal end portion of the rigid
endoscope; and a target in the optical axis direction of the
rigid endoscope;
[0051] the optical axis position measurement marker is provided to each of the fixing means and the target;
[0052] the optical axis position measurement marker is
measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement means,
whereby coordinates of the distal end of the rigid endoscope
and coordinates of the target are measured; and
[0053] the position of the real optical axis of the rigid endoscope is computed from the coordinates of the distal end of
the rigid endoscope and the coordinates of the target.
[0054] The intersection computation means converts a tissue wall in the patient into polygon data and computes intersections of the real optical axis of the rigid endoscope with
each surface constituting the polygon data.
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[0055] The display means further displays an image captured by the rigid endoscope.
[0056] The method for measuring the real optical axis of
the rigid endoscope has the preferred embodiments described
below.
[0057] The surgery assistance system further comprises an
optical axis position measurement device used within the
range of measurement of the 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
[0058] the optical axis position measurement device has
fixing means for fixing at least a distal end portion of the rigid
endoscope; and a target in the optical axis direction of the
rigid endoscope;
[0059] the optical axis position measurement marker is provided to each of the fixing means and the target, and the fixing
means and the target are positioned apart from each other; and
[0060] the surgery assistance method comprises a first position measurement step ofbringing the distal end portion of the
rigid endoscope into contact with a center of the target, and
measuring the fixing means, the target, and the marker of the
rigid endoscope through the use of the 3-dimensional shape
measurement means to compute 3-dimensional coordinates
of each of the fixing means, the target, and the marker of the
rigid endoscope;
[0061] a step of separating the distal end portion of the
rigid endoscope from the target and fixing the distal end
portion to the fixing means, and moving the target so that
the center of the field of view of the rigid endoscope
coincides with the center of the target;
[0062] a second position measurement step of measuring
the target and the marker of the rigid endoscope through
the use of the 3-dimensional shape measurement means
and computing 3-dimensional coordinates of each of the
target and the marker of the rigid endoscope; and
[0063] a step of computing the 3-dimensional relative
positions of the real optical axis of the rigid endoscope
and the position-orientation detection marker on the
basis of the 3-dimensional coordinates of each of the
fixing means, the target, and the marker of the rigid
endoscope measured in the first position measurement
step and the second position measurement step.
[Effect of the Invention]
[0064] The present invention is configured as described
above, and is therefore capable of measuring an actual optical
axis position of a rigid endoscope in advance and performing
surgery navigation which takes into account the actual optical
axis position even when the actual optical axis is offset from
the nominal value (hereinafter, referred to as offset of the
optical axis). Specifically, since data obtained by measuring
the actual optical axis position are used rather than the conventional method of moving and adjusting the display image
of the endoscope to adjust the offset of the optical axis, the
optical axis of the rigid endoscope and the intersection of the
optical axis with the body cavity can be displayed on a surgery
navigation screen. The system is also simplified by using the
3-dimensional shape measurement device for measuring the
3-dimensional surface shape of the patient without modification to measure the actual optical axis position. Since the
actual optical axis position can be measured immediately
prior to surgery, even when the amount of misalignment of the
optical axis changes with each surgical operation as repeated
disinfections take place for use in surgery, using the data of
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the actual optical axis position obtained immediately prior to
surgery enables surgery navigation to be made more precise.
[0065] Moreover, by measuring the exact position of the
actual optical axis (real optical axis), it is possible to assist
surgery by displaying the point at which the optical axis is
centered on the endoscope screen (the true center of the
observation screen), as well as displaying which region of the
image of the navigation device (preoperative CT or another
image) in which the true center of the observation screen is
positioned.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0066] FIG. 1 is a view showing the configuration of the
surgery assistance system according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
[0067] FIG. 2 is a view showing the offset of the optical axis
of the rigid endoscope (straight-view endoscope);
[0068] FIG. 3 is a view showing the offset of the optical axis
of the rigid endoscope (straight-view endoscope);
[0069] FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing the processing in the
surgery assistance system according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
[0070] FIG. 5 is a view showing the intersection of a triangle forming a surface (tissue wall) of the patient and the
vector of the imaging direction of the endoscope;
[0071] FIG. 6 is a view showing an example of the display
of the intersection and the optical axis of the rigid endoscope;
[0072] FIG. 7 is an image view showing the overall configuration of the optical axis position measurement device;
[0073] FIG. 8 is a schematic view showing the optical axis
position measurement device of the rigid endoscope
(straight-view endoscope);
[0074] FIG. 9 is a schematic view showing the optical axis
position measurement device of the rigid endoscope (30degree oblique-viewing endoscope);
[0075] FIG. 10 is a schematic view showing the optical axis
position measurement device of the rigid endoscope (70degree oblique-viewing endoscope; and
[0076] FIG. 11 is a view showing the distal end portion of
the endoscope in contact with the center of the target.
BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION
[0077] Preferred embodiments of the surgery assistance
system of the present invention will be described in detail
with reference to the drawings. Reference symbols are used
consistently to refer to the same elements in the drawings, and
no redundant description thereof will be given. The embodiments described are also not necessarily shown to scale in the
drawings.
[0078] FIG. 1 is a view showing the overall configuration of
an embodiment of the surgery assistance system 1 of the
present invention. The surgery assistance system 1 is a device
for providing a surgeon or another user with information
relating to an image captured by an endoscope during surgery
on a patient 60. The surgery assistance system 1 according to
the present embodiment is used for surgery that involves
imaging by a rigid endoscope, such as endoscopic surgery on
the paranasal sinus in otorhinolaryngology.
[0079] As shown in FIG. 1, the surgery assistance system 1
is composed of a rigid endoscope 11, ball markers 12, a
3-dimensional shape measurement device 20, a CT device 30,
a PC (personal computer) 40, and a monitor 50. By placing an

optical axis position measurement device 80 within the range
of measurement of the 3-dimensional shape measurement
device 20, a 3-dimensional relative position relationship can
be measured between the ball markers 12 of the rigid endoscope 11 and the real optical axis. Measurement of the optical
axis position will be described in detail hereinafter.
[0080] The rigid endoscope 11 is a device operated by a
surgeon and inserted into the patient 60 to image the inside of
the patient. The rigid endoscope 11 has a long, narrow shape
to enable insertion into the body of the patient, and a mechanism for imaging the inside of the patient 60 is provided to the
distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11. This mechanism
includes a lens provided in a position facing the imaged
portion, and a CCD image sensor (charge coupled device
image sensor) or another imaging element that is provided at
the imaging position of the lens, for example. The imaging
direction A of the rigid endoscope 11 is determined by the
positioning of the mechanism described above. The imaging
direction A of the rigid endoscope 11 is usually the optical
axis direction of the lens. Information of an image captured
by the rigid endoscope 11 is outputted to the PC 40 connected
to the rigid endoscope 11 by a cable. There is no need for the
rigid endoscope 11 described above to have a specialized
structure; a conventional rigid endoscope can be used.
[0081] The ball markers 12 are objects capable of defining
three or more fixed points fixedly provided at positions in a
relative position relationship that is set in advance with
respect to the imaging direction of the rigid endoscope 11.
The ball markers 12 are scanned by the 3-dimensional shape
measurement device 20, 3-dimensional coordinates of a plurality of points on the surface are calculated from the scan
data, and the coordinates of the center of each ball are calculated from the sets of 3-dimensional coordinates calculated
from the scan data. Specifically, the ball markers 12 are
spherical members each having different sizes that are fixed
to the rigid endoscope 11 via rod members 13. The ball
markers 12 are formed in different sizes so that each ball is
separately detected by calculating the diameter of each ball
from the data scanned by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20.
[0082] The ball markers 12 are provided to the rigid endoscope 11 at a position behind the portion inserted into the
patient 60, and are positioned at a portion of the rigid endoscope 11 not inserted into the patient 60. The portion of the
rigid endoscope 11 extending from the portion inserted into
the patient 60 to the portion to which the ball markers 12 are
provided is formed from a rigid, non-bendable material so
that a constant positional relationship is established between
the ball markers 12 and the imaging direction A from the
distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11.
[0083] It is sufficient insofar as the objects capable of defining three or more fixed points provided to the rigid endo scope
11 are in positions in a constant relative position relationship
to the imaging direction from the distal end portion of the
rigid endoscope 11, and that the coordinates of three or more
fixed points are calculated separately from the data scanned
by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20. The
objects are therefore not limited to being spheres such as the
ball markers 12 of the present embodiment.
[0084] The 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20 is
a device for 3-dimensionally scanning the ball markers 12 and
the surface of the patient 60 when the rigid endoscope 11 is
inserted into the patient 60. As shown in FIG. 1, in a case in
which the rigid endoscope 11 is inserted from a nostril of the
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patient 60 and the head of the patient 60 is imaged by the rigid
endoscope 11, the 3-dimensional shape measurement device
20 is provided in a position such that the ball markers 12 and
the face of the patient 60 can be imaged. The 3-dimensional
shape measurement device 20 is connected to the PC 40, and
transmits scanned information to the PC 40.
[0085] The data scanned by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20 are used for computing 3-dimensional
coordinates (3-dimensional position information) of a plurality of points on the surface of the scanned object. The phase
shift device described in Japanese Laid-open Patent Publication No. 2003-254732, for example, can be used as the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20. In this device, a
grid pattern of white light similar to natural sunlight is projected from xenon lights, and a 3-dimensional scan is produced.
[0086] When an Fscan phase-shift 3-dimensional shape
measurement device manufactured by Pulstec Industrial Co.,
Ltd. is used, an image can be captured from a distance of
90±10 cm in a measurement time of one second. The imaging
resolution in this case is 0.1 to 0.6 mm. Specifically, a highresolution color image having 3-dimensional position information can be acquired in one second. Since white light
having a luminance approximately 28% of that of a cloudy
day (outdoors) is used, and a laser or the like is not used,
3-dimensional position information of a human body can be
safely acquired.
[0087] The CT device 30 acquires 3-dimensional tomographical data of the patient 60 into which the rigid endo scope
11 is inserted. The 3-dimensional tomographical data of the
patient 60 acquired by the CT device 30 are data according to
a first coordinate system.
[0088] The CT device 30 scans an object using radiation or
the like and uses information indicating the 3-dimensional
shape of the patient 60 to form an image (CT image) in which
an internal structure processed using a computer is divided
into circular cross-sections at equal intervals (1 mm, for
example), and an existing CT device can be used as the CT
device 30. The CT device 30 is connected to the PC 40, and
transmits the acquired 3-dimensional tomographical data of
the patient 60 to the PC 40. The CT device 30 also need not be
placed at the same location as the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20, and scanning by the 3-dimensional shape
measurement device 20 and acquiring of 3-dimensional
tomographical data by the CT device 30 are usually performed separately. The method described in Japanese Laidopen Patent Publication No. 2005-278992, for example, may
be used to form the information indicating the 3-dimensional
shape from the CT image.
[0089] In the surgery assistance system 1, since it is sufficient if information indicating a 3-dimensional shape that
includes the inside of the patient 60 can be acquired, the
means for acquiring the patient shape is not necessarily limited to the CT device 30, and an MRI device or ultrasound
diagnostic device, for example, may be used.
[0090] The PC 40 is a device for receiving the data scanned
by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20 and the
3-dimensional tomographical data of the patient 60 acquired
by the CT device 30, and processing this data information.
The PC 40 is composed specifically of a CPU (central processing unit), memory, and other hardware, and the functions
of the PC 40 described below are realized by the operation of
these information processing devices. As shown in FIG. 1, the
PC 40 is provided with a patient shape acquiring unit 41, a
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captured image acquiring unit 42, a surface shape computation unit 43, a coordinate axis matching unit 44, an endoscope
vector computation unit 45, an intersection computation unit
46, and an output unit 47 as functional constituent elements.
[0091] The patient shape acquiring unit 41 is means for
receiving 3-dimensional tomographical data of the patient 60
which are transmitted from the CT device 30. The patient
shape acquiring unit 41 outputs the received 3-dimensional
tomographical data of the patient 60 to the coordinate axis
matching unit 44, the intersection computation unit 46, and
other components as needed. In the surgery assistance system
1, it is not necessarily required that the CT device 30 be
provided as the patient shape acquiring means, as in the
present embodiment; it is sufficient insofar as 3-dimensional
tomographical data of the patient 60 (imaged or otherwise
obtained by a CT device not included in the surgery assistance
system 1) are received by the patient shape acquiring unit 41.
[0092] The captured image acquiring unit 42 is means for
receiving the data scanned and transmitted by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20. The captured image
acquiring unit 42 outputs the received data to the surface
shape computation unit 43, the endoscope vector computation unit 45, and other components.
[0093] The surface shape computation unit 43 is surface
shape computation means for computing a plurality of coordinate data representing the 3-dimensional shape of a surface
of the patient 60 from the data scanned by the 3-dimensional
shape measurement device 20. The surface of the patient 60 is
the face of the patient 60 in the case of the present embodiment. The plurality of coordinate data representing the 3-dimensional shape acquired by the surface shape computation
unit 43 are computed as coordinate data in a coordinate system set by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20,
for example. This coordinate system differs from the first
coordinate system mentioned above, and is a second coordinate system. Specifically, the plurality of coordinate data
representing the 3-dimensional shape of the patient 60
according to the data scanned by the 3-dimensional shape
measurement device 20 are data in a second coordinate system. The surface shape computation unit 43 outputs the computed data indicating the 3-dimensional shape of the surface
of the patient 60 to the coordinate axis matching unit 44.
[0094] The coordinate axis matching unit 44 is a coordinate
axis matching means for applying coordinate conversion to
any one or both of the 3-dimensional tomographical data of
the patient 60 acquired by the patient shape acquiring unit 41
and the data indicating the 3-dimensional shape of the surface
of the patient 60 computed by the surface shape computation
unit 43, and converting the data of the first coordinate system
and the data of the second coordinate system into data having
matching coordinate axes. Specifically, the coordinate axis
matching unit 44 is means for enabling the 3-dimensional
tomographical data of the CT device 30 and the data indicating the 3-dimensional shape computed from the data scanned
by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20 to be
processed as data of the same coordinate system.
[0095] Specifically, the coordinate axis matching unit 44
matches the coordinate axes by aligning the positions on the
face of the patient 60 that are common to both the 3-dimensional tomographical data obtained by the CT device 30 and
the data indicating the 3-dimensional shape that are computed
from the data scanned by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20. The processing for matching the coordinate
axes is accomplished through the use of a pattern matching
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method, for example, and as a result of this processing, a
coordinate conversion function is computed for converting
the coordinates of any one of the coordinate system data of the
first coordinate system and the second coordinate system to
the data of the other coordinate system. The coordinate axis
matching unit 44 outputs the computed coordinate conversion
function or the like to the endoscope vector computation unit
45, the intersection computation unit 46, the output unit 47,
and other components as needed. After the processing
described above for matching the coordinate axes, the coordinate conversion function or the like is applied to the data
indicating the 3-dimensional shape in the endoscope vector
computation unit 45, the intersection computation unit 46, the
output unit 47, and other components, and the 3-dimensional
tomographical data obtained by the CT device 30 and the data
indicating the 3-dimensional shape computed from the data
scanned by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20
are thereby processed in the same coordinate system.
[0096] The endoscope vector computation unit 45 is endoscope vector computation means for computing the central
coordinates of the ball markers 12 from the plurality of coordinate data of the ball markers 12 scanned by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20, converting the coordinates through the use of the coordinate conversion function
for producing data in accordance with the matched coordinate
system computed by the coordinate axis matching unit 44,
and computing the imaging direction vector A of the rigid
endoscope 11 according to the matched coordinate system
computed by the coordinate axis matching unit 44 from the
coordinate-converted central coordinates of the ball markers
12 and the pre-stored position relationship between the centers of the ball markers 12 and the imaging direction from the
distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11. The position of
the vector origin is included in the imaging direction vectorA
referred to herein. Specifically, the vector of the imaging
direction A of the rigid endoscope 11 indicates from which
direction and from which point an image is captured. The
endoscope vector computation unit 45 stores in advance
information indicating the position relationship between the
centers of the ball markers 12 and the imaging direction
vector A of the rigid endoscope 11. Specific examples of the
information indicating the position relationship include the
coordinates of the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope
11, the coordinates of the target at which the optical axis
(imaging direction vector A) of the rigid endoscope 11 coincides, and the central coordinates of the ball markers 12 in the
same coordinate system. The endoscope vector computation
unit 45 outputs the data of the computed imaging direction
vector A to the intersection computation unit 46.
[0097] No problems occur when the optical axis (straight
line indicating the imaging center in the imaging direction) of
the rigid endoscope 11 is according to the nominal value
declared by the manufacturer, but in actual practice, the optical axis is offset from the nominal value. For example, in the
case of an endoscope having a 120-degree angle of field, the
misalignment of the optical axis direction is at most approximately 6 degrees (5% of the angle of field). Consequently,
when the imaging direction vector A is determined under the
assumption that the optical axis is at the nominal value, inconsistency occurs between the actual field of view of the endoscope and the navigation information. The position relationship between the centers of the ball markers 12 and the
imaging direction vectorA of therigid endoscope 11 stored in
advance must therefore be based on measuring the actual
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optical axis position (imaging direction vectorA) in the same
coordinate system as the central coordinates of the ball markers 12.
[0098] An example of optical axis offset in a case in which
the rigid endoscope 11 is a straight-view endoscope will be
described using FIGS. 2 and 3. In a straight-view endoscope,
the optical axis (straight line indicating the imaging center in
the imaging direction) is expected to coincide with the center
line of the endoscope barrel, but the optical axis is actually
slightly offset for a variety of reasons. FIG. 2 shows an
example in which an angle offset occurs at the distal end
portion ofthe endoscope barrel due to the objective or another
component. In the example shown in FIG. 2, the optical axis
is offset 6 degrees from the barrel center (FIG. 2(A)), and the
direction of the offset is degrees from the zenith direction
(FIG. 2(B)). In the example shown in FIG. 2, it is assumed that
the optical axis offset occurs from the intersection of the distal
end surface of the endoscope barrel and the barrel center, but
the optical axis offset is not necessarily limited to occurring
from this point. The offset can also begin closer to the eyepiece, as shown in FIG. 3(A), and the optical axis (straight
line indicating the imaging center in the imaging direction)
may sometimes not pass through the intersection of the distal
end surface of the endoscope barrel and the barrel center, as
shown in FIG. 3(B). The optical axis position may be measured by any method, but the optical axis position is preferably measured by the optical axis position measurement
device described hereinafter as using the 3-dimensional
shape measurement device 20. FIGS. 2 and 3 show examples
using a straight-view endoscope, but it is apparent that the
same optical axis offset can occur in an oblique-view endoscope or a side-view endoscope.
[0099] The intersection computation unit 46 is an intersection computation means for computing an intersection of the
imaging direction vector A of the rigid endoscope 11 computed by the endoscope vector computation unit 45 and a
surface constituting the inside of the patient 60 according to
the information indicating the 3-dimensional shape acquired
by the patient shape acquiring unit 41. This intersection is a
point (center point) at which the rigid endoscope 11 captures
an image in the information indicating the 3-dimensional
shape obtained by the CT device 30. Specifically, the intersection computation unit 46 converts the surfaces constituting
the inside of the patient 60 into polygon data and computes
the coordinates of an intersection of the imaging direction
vector A of the rigid endoscope 11 with each surface constituting the polygon data. Computation of the intersection coordinates will be described hereinafter in further detail. The
intersection computation unit 46 outputs the data of the computed intersection coordinates to the output unit 47.
[0100] The output unit 47 is output means for superposing
the data of the intersection coordinates computed by the intersection computation unit 46 onto the CT image data information indicating the surfaces constituting the inside of the
patient 60 acquired by the patient shape acquiring unit 41, and
outputting the superposed data to the monitor 50. The output
unit 47 may also output to the monitor 50 the endoscope
image data captured by the rigid endoscope 11 and inputted to
the PC 40.
[0101] The monitor 50 displays information inputted from
the PC 40. By referencing the monitor 50, the surgeon can
know what portion of the inside of the patient 60 is being
imaged by the rigid endoscope 11. The surgery assistance
system 1 is configured as described above.
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[0102] The operation of the surgery assistance system 1
will next be described with reference to the flowchart of FIG.
4. This operation is performed when the rigid endoscope 11 is
inserted for treatment or the like during surgery on the patient
60. The following description is of the process prior to surgery and the process during surgery.
[0103] First, prior to surgery, a CT scan image of the patient
60 is captured using the CT device 30 (S01). This CT scan
imaging is of the site of the patient 60 at which the rigid
endoscope 11 is inserted. Information is thereby acquired
indicating the 3-dimensional shape of the face as the surface
of the patient 60 and the surface constituting the inside of the
patient 60 into which the rigid endoscope 11 is inserted. The
information indicating the 3-dimensional shape of the patient
60 acquired by CT scan imaging by the CT device 30 is
transmitted to the PC 40. The information is acquired by the
patient shape acquiring unit 41 in the PC 40 and stored in the
PC 40 (S02). The above operation is performed prior to surgery, e.g., at a time such as the day before surgery.
[0104] The process during surgery will next be described.
The patient 60 is first brought into the operating room and
placed face-up on an operating table 70 so that the rigid
endoscope 11 can be inserted into a nostril. After the patient
60 is situated, the patient 60 is scanned by the 3-dimensional
shape measurement device 20 before the rigid endoscope 11
is inserted (S03). The scan data are transmitted to the PC 40
from the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20 and
received by the captured image acquiring unit 42 in the PC 40.
The received data are outputted from the captured image
acquiring unit 42 to the surface shape computation unit 43.
[0105] In the surface shape computation unit 43, data indicating the 3-dimensional shape of the face as the surface of
the patient 60 are computed from the data received by the
surface shape computation unit 43 (SO4). The computed data
indicating the 3-dimensional shape of the face of the patient
60 are outputted from the surface shape computation unit 43
to the coordinate axis matching unit 44. At the same time, the
data indicating the 3-dimensional shape of the patient 60
obtained by the CT device 30 and stored in the PC 40 are
outputted from the patient shape acquiring unit 41 to the
coordinate axis matching unit 44.
[0106] At this time, the coordinate axes of the respective
coordinate systems are not the same in the data indicating the
3-dimensional shape of the patient 60 obtained by the CT
device 30 and the data indicating the 3-dimensional shape of
the face as the surface of the patient 60 computed from the
data of the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20. The
data of the CT device 30 and the data of the 3-dimensional
shape measurement device 20 are in a non-aligned state.
[0107] The shape of the face in the two sets of data are
matched by the coordinate axis matching unit 44 to compute
the coordinate conversion function, the data are subjected to
coordinate conversion, and data are obtained in a coordinate
axis in which the two sets of data are matched (S05). The
shape of the face is matched by a pattern matching method
such as described above. The entire face or the nose, cheeks,
and other feature sites of the face are stored in advance as the
sites to be matched. The coordinate conversion function for
obtaining data having matching coordinate axes is outputted
from the coordinate axis matching unit 44 to the endoscope
vector computation unit 45, the intersection computation unit
46, and the output unit 47, the data are subjected to coordinate
conversion or other processing, and information processing
of the 3-dimensional shape is then performed based on the

data having matching coordinate axes. The processing
described above is performed by the time surgery is started.
[0108] The actual optical axis position of the rigid endoscope 11 is also measured and stored by the optical axis
position measurement device described hereinafter prior to
the start of surgery.
[0109] Surgery is then initiated, and the rigid endoscope 11
is inserted by the surgeon into the patient 60. The head of the
patient 60 at this time has been kept immobile since the time
that steps S03 through 505 were performed. This is to prevent
misalignment of the coordinate axes. After the rigid endoscope 11 is inserted into the patient 60, the 3-dimensional
shape measurement device 20 continues to scan the patient 60
and the ball markers 12 (S06). The scan data are transmitted
from the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20 to the
PC 40 and received by the captured image acquiring unit 42 in
the PC 40. The received data are outputted from the captured
image acquiring unit 42 to the endoscope vector computation
unit 45.
[0110] The 3-dimensional coordinates of the centers of the
ball markers 12 are then computed by the endoscope vector
computation unit 45 (S07). The imaging direction vectorA of
the rigid endoscope 11 is then computed as data in matched
coordinate axes by the endoscope vector computation unit 45
from the computed 3-dimensional coordinates of the centers
of the ball markers 12 on the basis of the position relationship
between the central coordinates ofthe ball markers 12 and the
imaging direction vectorA of the rigid endoscope 11 stored in
advance (S08). At this time, the imaging direction vectorA of
the rigid endoscope 11 is computed by using a position relationship between the central coordinates of the ball markers
12 and the actual optical axis position (imaging direction
vector A) for each endo scope.
[0111] Information of the computed imaging direction vectorA is outputted from the endo scope vector computation unit
45 to the intersection computation unit 46. At the same time,
the information stored in the PC 40 indicating the 3-dimensional shape of the patient 60 obtained by the CT device 30 is
outputted from the patient shape acquiring unit 41 to the
intersection computation unit 46. An intersection of the imaging direction vector A of the endoscope 11 and a surface
constituting the inside of the patient 60 is then computed by
the intersection computation unit 46 (S09).
[0112] The intersection is computed as described below.
First, the information indicating the 3-dimensional shape of
the patient 60 obtained by the CT device 30 is converted into
polygon data by the intersection computation unit 46. The
conversion to polygon data maybe performed prior to surgery
and stored in the PC 40 in advance. Through this conversion,
the surfaces constituting the (inside of the) patient 60 are
made to form numerous triangles, for example. An intersection of the triangles and the imaging direction vector A of the
rigid endoscope 11 is then computed.
[0113] This computation of an intersection will be
described using FIG. 5. The triangle can be expressed by the
equation below, where PT is a reference point of the triangle
constituting a polygon, vecA and vecB are the vectors of two
sides of the triangle, and a and (3 are two parameters.
P1=PT+avecA+PvecB

[0114] The imaging direction A of the rigid endoscope 11
can be expressed by the equation below, where PL is a reference point (e.g., a point at the distal end of the rigid endoscope
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11) for the imaging direction vector A of the rigid endoscope
11, vecC is a vector, and y is a parameter.
P2 PL+yvecC

[0115] When both equations intersect, then P1=P2. Under
conditions in which the point such that P1=P2 exists within
the triangle, the parameters satisfy the conditions below.
O<a, 0 <P

Condition 1

O<a +P <l

Condition 2

y>0

Condition 3

[0116] The points that satisfy these conditions are derived
for all of the triangles constituting the polygon data, and the
distance between all of these points and the point at the distal
end of the rigid endoscope 11 is calculated. The intersection
at which this distance is shortest is the intersection of the
imaging direction vectorA of the rigid endoscope 11 and the
surface constituting the inside of the patient 60.
[0117] Information of the coordinates of the computed
intersection is outputted from the intersection computation
unit 46 to the output unit 47. At this time, the CT image is
outputted from the patient shape acquiring unit 41 to the
output unit 47 as information indicating the surface constituting the inside of the patient 60. The information of the
intersection is superposed by the output unit 47 on the location corresponding to the coordinates of the intersection on
the CT image, which is the information indicating the surface
constituting the inside of the patient 60, and inputted to the
monitor 50. The inputted image is displayed by the monitor
50 (S10). The intersection information is displayed along
with the optical axis of the rigid endoscope 11 on the 3-dimensional tomographical data and the image captured by the
endoscope, as shown in FIG. 6, for example. By referencing
the displayed image, the surgeon can know what portion of
the inside of the patient 60 is being imaged by the rigid
endoscope 11.
[0118] A configuration is preferably adopted in which the
image captured by the rigid endoscope 11 is also received by
the PC 40 and outputted to the monitor 50 from the output unit
47, and the location imaged by the rigid endoscope 11 is
displayed along with a display indicating the position of the
imaged portion.
[0119] The processing from S06 through 510 is repeated at
regular intervals of one second, for example. The processing
of S03 through S05 in the PC 40 differs from the processing
of S06 through S10, but a configuration may be adopted in
which the processing following S06 is performed automatically after the processing of S05 for matching the coordinate
axes, for example. The surgeon or another user may also
manually switch the processing.
[0120] Head movement by the patient 60 can also be
allowed by repeating the processing of S03 through S10 at
regular intervals after the initial alignment by the processing
of S03 through S05. The processing of S03 through S05 may
also be performed again for realignment when the head of the
patient 60 is moved. Realignment may be performed by an
operation of the surgeon or another user, for example, or may
be triggered by comparing the aligned image with a subsequent image to detect head movement.
[0121] In the surgery assistance system 1 of the present
embodiment as described above, information indicating the
3-dimensional shape ofthe surface of the patient and a surface
constituting the inside of the patient 60 as imaged by the CT

device 30, and data obtained by scanning the patient 60 from
the outside using the 3-dimensional shape measurement
device 20 can be used to display the site of the patient 60 to
which a portion imaged by the rigid endoscope 11 corresponds. Consequently, the surgery assistance system 1 of the
present embodiment enables the display described above to
be produced without the use of a new specialized endoscope.
Through the surgery assistance system 1 of the present
embodiment, since the display described above is unaffected
by such fluids as cerebro spinal fluid in the body of the patient,
the display described above can be produced accurately. Use
of the surgery assistance system 1 of the present embodiment
therefore enables safe and precise surgery to be performed.
[0122] Convenience is further provided by the fact that
there is no need of marking the patient 60 during CT scan
imaging (S01), and the CT scan image can be captured in the
usual manner. There is also no need to fix the patient 60 with
pins or the like for alignment. Even if the patient 60 moves
during surgery, alignment can easily be performed. The constituent elements ofthe surgery assistance system 1 described
above are relatively inexpensive, and the present invention
can be implemented at low cost.
[0123] Adopting a configuration in which the 3-dimensional information ofthe patient 60 obtained by the CT device
30 is converted to polygon data to calculate an intersection as
in the present embodiment enables intersections to be reliably
computed, and the present invention to be reliably implemented.
[0124] By adopting a configuration in which the image
captured by the rigid endoscope 11 is displayed along with the
information relating to the site of the patient 60 to which the
portion imaged by the rigid endoscope 11 corresponds, the
surgeon or the other user can simultaneously confirm both the
details imaged by the rigid endoscope 11 and the information
relating to the site of the patient 60 to which the portion
imaged by the endoscope 11 corresponds. Surgery can therefore be assisted with greater convenience.
[0125] The optical axis position measurement device will
be described hereinafter using the drawings. FIG. 7 is a schematic view showing the optical axis position measurement
device, and FIG. 8 is an outline view thereof. In FIG. 7, the
ball markers 12 and the rod members 13 are omitted for
convenience of view. The optical axis position measurement
device 80 is composed of endoscope distal end fixing means
81 for fixing the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11;
a target 82 for detecting a point observed by the rigid endoscope 11; target ball markers 83 attached to the target 82; and
rotating means 84 for rotating the target 82 in a predetermined
direction. In the present embodiment, the endoscope distal
end fixing means 81 is spherical and also serves as a ball
marker for measurement by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20. The rotating means 84 may be automated
or manual.
[0126] A target movement means 85 is also provided.
Adjusting the target movement means 85 enables the target 82
to be moved by minute amounts at least in two dimensions
parallel to the target surface. As described hereinafter, alignment can be performed by using the target movement means
85 to move the target 82 during the process of placing the
distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11 and the center of
the target in contact, and aligning the center of the field of
view of the rigid endoscope 11 fixed to the endoscope distal
end fixing means with the center of the target.
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[0127] An example will next be described of the procedure
whereby the optical axis position measurement device 80 is
used to measure the optical axis position of the rigid endoscope 11.
(Step 1) The optical axis position measurement device 80 is
placed within the range of measurement of the 3-dimensional
shape measurement device 20.
(Step 2) The rigid endoscope 11, the position of the optical
axis of which is to be measured, is set in the optical axis
position measurement device 80.
(Step 3) The distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11 is
placed in contact with the target 82 and adjusted by the target
movement means 85 so that the distal end portion of the rigid
endoscope 11 and the center of the target 82 coincide. The
barrel portion of the rigid endoscope 11 at this time is caused
to pass through the endoscope distal end fixing means 81 (see
FIG. 11). Once adjustment has been made by the target movement means 85 so that the distal end portion of the rigid
endoscope 11 coincides with the center of the target 82, the
rigid endoscope 11 is withdrawn without changing the position ofthe target 82, and the rigid endoscope 11 is fixed so that
the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11 is positioned
at the end of the endoscope distal end fixing means 81.
(Step 4) The target ball markers 83, the endoscope distal end
fixing means 81, and the endoscope ball markers 12 are
measured by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device
20, 3-dimensional shape data are extracted for each, and the
data are processed to compute the central coordinates of the
target 82, the central coordinates of the endoscope distal end
fixing means 81, and the central coordinates of the ball markers 12.
(Step 5) Without moving the rigid endoscope 11 from the
imaging position of step 4, the target 82 is moved by the target
movement means 85 until the center of the field of view of the
rigid endoscope 11 and the center of the target 82 coincide
while the target 82 is observed from the eyepiece of the rigid
endoscope 11.
(Step 6) The endoscope distal end fixing means 81, the target
ball markers 83, and the ball markers 12 are measured using
the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20, 3-dimensional shape data are extracted for each, and the data are
processed to compute the central coordinates of the target 82,
the central coordinates of the endoscope distal end fixing
means 81, and the central coordinates of the ball markers 12.
(Step 7) The 3-dimensional relative position relationship
between the ball markers 12 and the optical axis position (real
optical axis) of the rigid endoscope 11 is computed based on
the central coordinates of the target 82 and central coordinates
of the endoscope distal end fixing means 81 calculated in step
4, and the central coordinates of the ball markers 12, the
central coordinates of the target 82, and the central coordinates of the endoscope distal end fixing means 81 calculated
in step 7.
(Step 8) The computed 3-dimensional relative position relationship between the ball markers 12 and the optical axis
position (including the coordinates of the distal end portion of
the rigid endoscope 11) of the rigid endoscope 11 is stored in
the PC 40.
[0128] The central coordinates of the target 82 are computed in steps 4 and 6 as described below. The central coordinates of the target 82 are calculated according to a separate
coordinate system from the central coordinates of the target
ball markers 83 and stored in advance in the PC 40. These
central coordinates can be calculated by attaching a pin hav-
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ing a sphere at the head thereof perpendicular to the center of
the target 82, measuring along with the target ball markers 83
through the use of the 3-dimensional shape measurement
device 20, and processing the 3-dimensional shape data. Specifically, the central coordinates of each sphere and the plane
expression for the surface of the target 82 are calculated by
extracting each set of 3-dimensional shape data and processing the data, and the intersection coordinates are calculated as
the central coordinates of the target 82 from the plane expression for the surface of the target 82 and the expression for the
straight line computed from the central coordinates of the
sphere at the head of the pin and the normal-line vector from
the surface of the target 82. A coordinate conversion coefficient is then calculated from the central coordinates of the
target ball markers 83 stored in advance and the central coordinates of the target ball markers 83 calculated by measurement by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20 and
processing of the measurement data in steps 4 and 7, and the
stored central coordinates of the target 82 are converted by the
computed coordinate conversion coefficient. The central
coordinates of the target 82 can thereby be calculated in the
same coordinate system as the 3-dimensional shape data
obtained by measurement by the 3-dimensional shape measurement device 20.
The 3-dimensional relationship between the ball markers 12
and the optical axis position (real optical axis) of the rigid
endoscope 11 is computed in step 7 as described below. In a
mechanism in which the central coordinates of the endoscope
distal end fixing means 81 are the same as those of the distal
end portion of the rigid endoscope 11, the computed central
coordinates of the endoscope distal end fixing means 81 are
the coordinates of the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11, and are also the coordinates of the origin of the
imaging direction vector A. However, because such a mechanism is difficult to obtain, and the central coordinates of the
endoscope distal end fixing means 81 and the coordinates of
the distal end portion ofthe rigid endo scope 11 are sometimes
offset from each other, the coordinates of the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11 can be computed from the size
and direction of the offset. The size of the offset can easily be
found by measuring the distance from the surface of the
endoscope distal end fixing means 81 to the distal end portion
of the rigid endoscope 11 when the rigid endo scope 11 is fixed
to the endoscope distal end fixing means 81. This value is
measured in advance and stored in the PC 40. The direction of
the offset may be considered to be the vector that connects the
central coordinates of the endoscope distal end fixing means
81 computed in step 4 and the central coordinates of the target
82. The direction of this vector is the direction of the offset.
The component of the vector oriented toward the distal end
portion of the rigid endoscope 11 from the central coordinates
of the endoscope distal end fixing means 81 is computed from
the direction of the vector and the stored size of the offset, and
this vector component is added to the central coordinates of
the endoscope distal end fixing means 81. The coordinates of
the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11 are thereby
computed.
[0129] The position vector connecting the computed coordinates of the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11
(coordinates of the origin of the imaging direction vector A)
and the central coordinates of the target 82 computed in step
7 is the optical axis position (imaging direction vector A) of
the rigid endoscope 11. To acquire this vector component and
the origin coordinates of the vector, which are the coordinates
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of the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope 11, together
with the central coordinates of the ball markers 12 is to
acquire the 3-dimensional relationship between the ball
markers 12 and the optical axis position of the rigid endoscope 11.
[0130] A case is described above in which the rigid endoscope 11 is a straight-view endoscope, but the optical axis
position can be measured by the optical axis position measurement device 80 in the same manner in an oblique-view
endoscope or a side-view endoscope. FIG. 9 shows an
example of measuring the optical axis position in a 30-degree
oblique view endoscope, and FIG. 10 shows an example of
measuring the optical axis position in a 70-degree oblique
view endoscope. As shown in these drawings, the rotating
means 84 is rotated in accordance with the field of view
direction (optical axis position) of the rigid endoscope 11 and
adjusted so that the target 82 is within the field of view of the
rigid endoscope 11. Even in the case of a side-view endoscope, the field of view of the rigid endoscope 11 can be
maintained by placing the rigid endoscope 11 so that a portion
of the objective at the distal end portion of the rigid endoscope
11 protrudes from the endoscope distal end fixing means 81,
and the optical axis position of the rigid endoscope 11 can be
measured without the endoscope distal end fixing means 81
obstructing the field of view.
[0131] The embodiment described above is an example in
which the optical axis position can be measured when the
optical axis is offset by the amounts corresponding to 6 and j
in FIG. 2 by enabling the target 82 to move in two directions
independently. It is also apparent that the optical axis position
can be measured even when offset in dimensions corresponding to AX, AY, and AZ as shown in FIG. 3 by adding such
configurations as moving or rotating the barrel of the rigid
endoscope 11, moving the endoscope distal end fixing means
81, or providing another target in front of the target 82 and on
a transparent substrate capable of moving independently of
the target 82, so as to provide more measurement points or
acquire more measurement data. Examples of these specific
configurations are not described, but these configurations can
be implemented by one having ordinary skill in the art, and
are thus included in the scope of the present invention.
[0132] An example of an embodiment of the present invention was described above, but the present invention is not
limited by this example; various modifications thereof are
possible within the category of the technical idea described by
the claims.
[Key to Symbols]
[0133] 1: surgery assistance system, 11: rigid endoscope,
12: ball markers, 20: 3-dimensional shape measurement
device, 30: CT device, 40: PC, 41: patient shape acquiring
unit, 42: captured image acquiring unit, 43: surface shape
computation unit, 44: coordinate axis matching unit, 45:
endoscope vector computation unit, 46: intersection computation unit, 47: output unit, 50: monitor, 60: patient, 70: operating table, 80: optical axis position measurement device, 81:
endoscope distal end fixing means, 82: target, 83: target ball
markers, 84: rotating means, 85: target movement means
1. A surgery assistance system comprising 3-dimensional
shape measurement means for measuring a 3-dimensional
surface shape of a patient; a rigid endoscope to be inserted
into the body of said patient; computation means; and display
means; wherein

said rigid endoscope includes a position-orientation detection marker in a portion not inserted into the body, the
position-orientation detection marker being measurable
by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
3-dimensional tomographical data of said patient imaged
in advance, and a 3-dimensional relative position relationship between said position-orientation detection
marker and the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope
measured in advance are stored in said computation
means;
said computation means includes
means for aligning said 3-dimensional tomographical
data and the 3-dimensional surface shape of said
patient measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
means for computing the position and orientation of said
rigid endoscope on the basis of said position-orientation detection marker measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
means for computing the optical axis of said rigid endoscope on the basis of said position-orientation detection marker measured by said 3-dimensional shape
measurement means and the 3-dimensional relative
position relationship between said stored real optical
axis of said rigid endoscope and said position-orientation detection marker;
means for computing a tissue wall in the patient from
said 3-dimensional tomographical data; and
intersection computation means for computing an intersection of said tissue wall and the real optical axis of
said rigid endoscope; and
said display means displays at least said aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data, the real optical axis of said
rigid endoscope, and the intersection of said tissue wall
and the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope.
2. The surgery assistance system according to claim 1,
wherein said surgery assistance system further comprises an
optical axis position measurement device used within the
range of measurement of said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
said optical axis position measurement device includes an
optical axis position measurement marker measurable
by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means; and
said computation means computes and stores the 3-dimensional relative position relationship between the real
optical axis of said rigid endoscope and said positionorientation detection marker on the basis of said position-orientation detection marker and said optical axis
position measurement marker measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means.
3. The surgery assistance system according to claim 2,
wherein said optical axis position measurement device
includes fixing means for fixing at least a distal end portion of
said rigid endoscope; and a target in the optical axis direction
of said rigid endoscope;
said optical axis position measurement marker is provided
to each of said fixing means and said target;
said optical axis position measurement marker is measured
by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means,
whereby coordinates of the distal end of said rigid endoscope and coordinates of said target are measured; and
the position of the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope
is computed from the coordinates of the distal end of said
rigid endoscope and the coordinates of said target.
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4. The surgery assistance system according to claim 3,
wherein said intersection computation means converts a tissue wall in said patient into polygon data and computes intersections of the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope with
each surface constituting said polygon data.
5. The surgery assistance system according to claim 4,
wherein said display means further displays an image captured by said rigid endoscope.
6. A surgery assistance system comprising 3-dimensional
shape measurement means for measuring a 3-dimensional
surface shape of a patient; a rigid endoscope to be inserted
into the body of said patient; computation means; and display
means; wherein
said rigid endoscope includes a position-orientation detection marker in a portion not inserted into the body, the
position-orientation detection marker being measurable
by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
3-dimensional tomographical data of said patient imaged
in advance, and a 3-dimensional relative position relationship between said position-orientation detection
marker and the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope
measured in advance are stored in said computation
means;
said computation means includes
means for aligning said 3-dimensional tomographical
data and the 3-dimensional surface shape of said
patient measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
means for computing the position and orientation of said
rigid endoscope on the basis of said position-orientation detection marker measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means; and
means for computing the real optical axis of said rigid
endoscope on the basis of said position-orientation
detection marker measured by said 3-dimensional
shape measurement means and the 3-dimensional
relative position relationship between said stored
optical axis of said rigid endoscope and said positionorientation detection marker; and
said display means displays at least said aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data and the real optical axis of
said rigid endoscope.
7. A surgery assistance method for computing an intersection of a tissue wall of a patient and the real optical axis of a
rigid endoscope in a surgery assistance system comprising
3-dimensional shape measurement means for measuring a
3-dimensional surface shape of said patient; a rigid endoscope having a position-orientation detection marker measurable by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means; computation means; and display means; wherein
3-dimensional tomographical data of said patient imaged
in advance, and a 3-dimensional relative position relationship between the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope measured in advance and said position-orientation
detection marker are stored; said surgery assistance
method comprising:
a step of aligning said 3-dimensional tomographical data
and the 3-dimensional surface shape of said patient
measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement
means;
a step of computing the position and orientation of said
rigid endoscope on the basis of said position-orientation detection marker measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;

a step of computing the real optical axis of said rigid
endoscope on the basis of said position-orientation
detection marker measured by said 3-dimensional
shape measurement means and the 3-dimensional
relative position relationship between said stored real
optical axis of said rigid endoscope and said positionorientation detection marker;
a step of computing a tissue wall in the patient from said
3-dimensional tomographical data;
an intersection computation step of computing an intersection of said tissue wall and the real optical axis of
said rigid endoscope; and
a step of displaying in said display means at least said
aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data, the real
optical axis of said rigid endoscope, and the intersection of said tissue wall and the real optical axis of said
rigid endoscope.
8. The surgery assistance method according to claim 7,
wherein said surgery assistance system further comprises an
optical axis position measurement device used within the
range of measurement of said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
said optical axis position measurement device includes
fixing means for fixing at least a distal end portion of said
rigid endoscope; and a target in the optical axis direction
of said rigid endoscope;
said optical axis position measurement marker is provided
to each of said fixing means and said target, and said
fixing means and said target are positioned apart from
each other; and
said surgery assistance method comprises:
a first position measurement step of bringing the distal
end portion of said rigid endoscope into contact with
a center of said target, and measuring said fixing
means, said target, and the marker of said rigid endoscope through the use of said 3-dimensional shape
measurement means to compute 3-dimensional coordinates of each of said fixing means, said target, and
the marker of said rigid endoscope;
a step of separating the distal end portion of said rigid
endoscope from said target and fixing the distal end
portion to said fixing means, and moving said target
so that the center of the field of view of said rigid
endoscope coincides with the center of said target;
a second position measurement step of measuring said
target and the marker of said rigid endoscope through
the use of said 3-dimensional shape measurement
means and computing 3-dimensional coordinates of
each of said target and the marker of said rigid endoscope; and
a step of computing and storing the 3-dimensional relative positions of the real optical axis of said rigid
endoscope and said position-orientation detection
marker on the basis of the 3-dimensional coordinates
of each of said fixing means, said target, and the
marker of said rigid endoscope measured in said first
position measurement step and said second position
measurement step.
9. A surgery assistance program for computing an intersection of a tissue wall of a patient and the real optical axis of a
rigid endoscope in a surgery assistance system comprising
3-dimensional shape measurement means for measuring a
3-dimensional surface shape of said patient; a rigid endoscope having a position-orientation detection marker measur-
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able by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means; computation means; and display means; wherein
3-dimensional tomographical data of said patient imaged
in advance, and a 3-dimensional relative position relationship between the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope measured in advance and said position-orientation
detection marker are stored; said surgery assistance program comprising:
a step of aligning said 3-dimensional tomographical data
and the 3-dimensional surface shape of said patient
measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement
means;
a step of computing the position and orientation of said
rigid endoscope on the basis of said position-orientation detection marker measured by said 3-dimensional shape measurement means;
a step of computing the real optical axis of said rigid
endoscope on the basis of said position-orientation
detection marker measured by said 3-dimensional
shape measurement means and the 3-dimensional
relative position relationship between said stored real
optical axis of said rigid endoscope and said positionorientation detection marker;
a step of computing a tissue wall in the patient from said
3-dimensional tomographical data;
an intersection computation step of computing an intersection of said tissue wall and the real optical axis of
said rigid endoscope; and
a step of displaying in said display means at least said
aligned 3-dimensional tomographical data, the real

optical axis of said rigid endoscope, and the intersection of said tissue wall and the real optical axis of said
rigid endoscope.
10. The surgery assistance system according to claim 2,
wherein said intersection computation means converts a tissue wall in said patient into polygon data and computes intersections of the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope with
each surface constituting said polygon data.
11. The surgery assistance system according to claim 1,
wherein said intersection computation means converts a tissue wall in said patient into polygon data and computes intersections of the real optical axis of said rigid endoscope with
each surface constituting said polygon data.
12. The surgery assistance system according to claim 11,
wherein said display means further displays an image captured by said rigid endoscope.
13. The surgery assistance system according to claim 10,
wherein said display means further displays an image captured by said rigid endoscope.
14. The surgery assistance system according to claim 3,
wherein said display means further displays an image captured by said rigid endoscope.
15. The surgery assistance system according to claim 2,
wherein said display means further displays an image captured by said rigid endoscope.
16. The surgery assistance system according to claim 1,
wherein said display means further displays an image captured by said rigid endoscope.

